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We study the nonrelativistic limit of the nonlinear Klein–Gordon equation and
prove that the wave operators, the inverses of them, and the scattering operator for
the naturally modulated equation converge to those for the singular limit, the
nonlinear Schrödinger equation. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the nonrelativistic limit of the scattering theory
for the nonlinear Klein–Gordon equation
u¨c/c2−Duc+c2uc+f(uc)=0,(1.1)
where uc=uc(t, x): R1+nQ C is the unknown function, c > 0 denotes the
speed of light, and the nonlinearity is given by f(u)=|u|p u with p > 0. To
take the nonrelativistic limit cQ., we consider the modulated function
vc :=e−ic
2tuc, which obeys the following modulated equation:
v¨c/c2+2iv˙c−Dvc+f(vc)=0.(1.2)
Then we can take the singular limit as cQ. of this equation to the
nonlinear Schrödinger equation:
2iv˙−Dv+f(v)=0.(1.3)
In [8], it was proved that every finite energy solution to the Cauchy problem
for (1.2) converges to the corresponding solution for (1.3) in the energy
space, locally uniformly in time. For the free equation, the nonrelativistic
limit cannot approximate solutions globally in time, nor for the nonlinear
one in case every solution behaves asymptotically free. However, we can
show that the wave operators, their inverses, and the scattering operator
for (1.2) converge to those for (1.3), which means that the time-asymptotic
behavior can be described through the nonrelativistic approximation.
Similar results for the linear scattering (on the Dirac equation) were
obtained in [14, 15].
To state our main result precisely, we first define the wave operators.
Definition 1.1. The wave operators Wc± for (1.2) are maps from
H1 À L2 into itself which map the initial data (vc0(0), v˙c0(0)) of any finite
energy solution vc0 to the free modulated Klein–Gordon
v¨c0/c
2+2iv˙c0−Dv
c
0=0(1.4)
into the initial data (vc±(0), v˙
c
±(0)) of the solution v
c
± to (1.2) satisfying
lim
tQ ±.
||vc±(t)−v
c
0(t)||H1+||v˙
c
±(t)− v˙
c
0(t)||L2=0,(1.5)
respectively. Similarly, the wave operatorsW± for (1.3) are defined as maps
from H1 into itself which map the initial data of any finite energy solution
to the free Schrödinger
2iv˙0−Dv0=0(1.6)
into that of (1.3) asymptotic as tQ ±..
We denote by Mgg the inverse map of W
g
g and denote the scattering
operator by Sc :=Mc+W
c
− and S :=M+W− .
Now we can state our main result.
Theorem 1.2. Assume n ¥N, 4/n < p, and, if n \ 3, p < 4/(n−2). Let
(jc, kc) ¥H1 À L2 and j ¥H1. Suppose
(jc, kc/c)Q (j, 0) in H1 À L2,(1.7)
as cQ.. Then we have
Wc±(j
c, kc/c)Q (W±j, 0) in H1 À L2,
Mc±(j
c, kc/c)Q (M±j, 0) in H1 À L2,
Sc(jc, kc/c)Q (Sj, 0) in H1 À L2.
(1.8)
The unique existence of these maps was proved in [3–6] for n \ 3 and in
[10] for n [ 2 (see [12] also).
Key ingredients in our proof are a uniform decay estimate in the space–
time norms for (1.4), the compactness argument, and the uniform
Strichartz estimate derived in [8]. The compactness argument was used for
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the nonrelativistic limit in [8], and in [13] for the asymptotics as tQ. of
solutions to the nonlinear Schrödinger equation.
In Section 2, we prepare some notation and basic estimates. In Section 3, we
will prove the convergence ofWc±. In Section 4 we will prove the convergence
ofMc±. In Section 5, we give some remarks on uniform global estimates for
(1.2) and the Sobolev critical case.
2. NOTATION AND BASIC ESTIMATES
For any space–time function u(t, x), we denote
uF(t, x) :=(u(t, x), u˙(t, x)).(2.1)
Each equation has its conserved energy and charge.
ES(v; t) :=F
R
n
|Nv|2 dx, QS(v; t) :=F
R
n
|v|2 dx,
EK(vc ; t) :=ES(vc ; t)+F
R
n
|v˙c/c|2 dx,
QK(vc ; t) :=QS(vc ; t)+F
R
n
Iv˙cv¯c/c2 dx,
ENS(v; t) :=ES(v; t)+F
R
n
F(v) dx,
ENK(vc ; t) :=EK(vc ; t)+F
R
n
F(vc) dx,
(2.2)
where F(u) := 2p+2 |u|
p+2. ES, EK, ENS, and ENK are conserved for solutions
to (1.6), (1.4), (1.3), and (1.2), respectively. QS is conserved for (1.6) and
(1.3), whereas QK is conserved for (1.4) and (1.2). By the Schwarz inequality,
EK+QK dominates H1 À L2 norm uniformly, if c \ 1.
Next we define the free propagator for (1.4) and (1.6).
Kc(t) :=e−ic
2t Rcos cONPc t+i cONPc sin cONPc t
−
c |N|2
ONPc
sin cONPc t
1
cONPc
sin cONPc t
cos cONPc t−i
c
ONPc
sin cONPc t
S,(2.3)
S(t) :=e−iDt/2,
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where OaPc :=`c2+|a|2 and j(N) :=F−1j(it)F for any function j
(F denotes the Fourier transform), so that (1.2) can be rewritten as
tvFc(t)=1vc(t)
v˙c(t)
2=Kc(t) 1jc
kc
2+F t
0
Kc(t−s) 1 0
c2f(vc(s))
2 ds.(2.4)
Next we define notation for the space–time estimate.
Definition 2.1. Let A and B be Banach spaces which consist of space–
time functions u(t, x). Let q ¥S(Rn) satisfy Fq(t)=1 for |t| < 1 and
Fq(t)=0 for |t| > 2. Let Fqc(t)=Fq(t/c). We define the Banach space
A | B by the following norm
||u||A | B :=||qc f u||A+||u−qc f u||B,(2.5)
so that it measures the frequency lower than c by the A-norm and the
higher frequency by the B-norm. When Z=A | B, we denote ZL :=A and
ZH :=B.
For any Banach space B of space–time functions and any time interval I,
we denote
||u||B(I) :=||qIu||B,(2.6)
where qI is the characteristic function of I.
Bsq, 2 denotes the inhomogeneous Besov space, while B˙
s
q, 2 denotes the
homogeneous one (cf. [1]).
Now we recall two estimates derived in [8] which play decisive roles also
in this paper. The first one is the Strichartz estimate adjusted to the
nonrelativistic limit. See [8, Lemma 2.1] and the proof therein.
Lemma 2.2. Let Uc(t) :=e±icONPc t. For any c > 0, we have
||Uc(t) j||S0 | (W0 5K0) [ C ||j||L2,(2.7)
>F t
0
Uc(t−s) f(s) ds>
S0 | (W0 5K0)
[ C ||f||S −1 | (W −1+K −1),(2.8)
where C is a positive constant independent of c, j, and f. Si, Wi, and Ki
denote arbitrary spaces of the form c−mLp(R; B˙sq, 2) satisfying the following
conditions. Let b :=1/p and a :=1/2−1/q. All the spaces Si, Wi, and Ki
must obey
−2b+na+s+m=0, 0 [ 2b < 1, 0 [ 2a [ 1,(2.9)
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and each space should satisfy
Si: m=0, 2b [ na,(2.10)
Wi: m=b, 2b [ (n−1) a,(2.11)
Ki: m=(1+2/n) b, 2b [ na,(2.12)
respectively. XŒ denotes the dual space of X.
The above estimates are written for L2 solutions, but the estimates for
H1 solutions are immediate by taking one spatial derivative. The spaces Sg,
Wg, and Kg have been used for the Schrödinger, the wave, and the
Klein–Gordon equations, respectively.
The second one is a nonlinear estimate in sum spaces to handle those
norms separated in frequency. See [8, Lemma 3.4] and the proof therein.
Lemma 2.3. Let f(u)=|u|p u with p > 0. Let 0 [ ai, bi, ci [ 1, 0 < si <
min(2, p+1), and ci=pai+bi for i=0, ..., 3. We denote Xi :=L1/ai, Yi :=
B˙−si1/bi , 2 and Zi :=B˙
−si
1/ci , 2. Then we have
||f(u)|| ; i Zi M infu=v+w
(||v||X0 5X1+||w||X2 5X3 )
p (||v||Y0 5 Y2+||w||Y1 5 Y3 ).
(2.13)
Now we choose the space–time norms that we will use. In the case n \ 3,
we define the space–time norms S1, S2, S3, W1, W2, and K1 by the form
c−mL1/b(R; Bs1/b, 2(R
n)) if s > 0 and by the form c−mL1/b(R1+n) if s=0, with
the exponents b, s, and m listed in Table I. These spaces of Strichartz type
are used to measure the solutions to (1.2).
From (2.7), we have
||Uc(t) j||S1 5 S2 5 S3 |W1 5W2 5K1 M ||j||H1.(2.14)
TABLE I
Space–Time Norms for vc (n \ 3)
1/2−b s m
S1 2/(n+2) 0 0
S2 1/(n+2) 1 0
S3 1/(n+2) 0 0
W1 1.5/(n+1) 0 =b
W2 1/(n+1) 1/2 =b
K1 1/(n+2) 1/2 1/2
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TABLE II
Space–Time Norms for f(vc) (n \ 3)
b−1/2 s m
N0 1/(n+2) 1 0
N1 1/(n+2) 1/2 1/2
N2 1/(n+1) 1/2 1/2+1/(n+1)
N3
2
n+1
−
1
n+2
1 2/(n+1)
To estimate the nonlinearity f(vc), we introduce the space–time norms
N1, N2, N3, and N4 of the form c−mL1/b(R; B
s
1/b, 2(R
n)) with the exponents
listed in Table II.
These exponents can be characterized by the following standard non-
linear estimates (see, e.g., [6, Lemma 3.1]). Let pg :=4/n and pg :=
4/(n−2) be the critical exponents. Then we have
|| |u|pg u||N0 M ||u||
pg
S3 ||u||S2 , || |u|
p* u||N0 M ||u||
p*
S1 ||u||S2 ,
|| |u|pg u||N1 M ||u||
pg
S3 ||u||K1 , || |u|
p* u||N1 M ||u||
p*
S1 ||u||K1 ,
|| |u|p* u||N2 M ||u||
p*
W1 ||u||W2 ,
|| |u|p* u||N3 M ||u||
p*
W1 ||u||S2 .
(2.15)
By the regularizing effect by cONPc −1 involved in c2K12(t) of the integral
equation (2.4), the nonlinear term can come into the spaces of H1-dual type
of the Strichartz norms. More precisely, we estimate cONPc −1 f(vc) in
the frequency-separated spaces R1, R2, and R3 of the form L1/b(B
s0
1/b, 2) |
cs0 −s1L1/b(Bs11/b, 2) with the exponents listed in Table III.
TABLE III
Space–Time Norms for cONPc −1 f(vc) (n \ 3)
b−1/2 s0 s1
R1 1/(n+2) 1 3/2
R2 1/(n+1) 1+1/(n+1) 3/2
R3
2
n+1
−
1
n+2
1+
2
n+1
3
2
+
1
n+2
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These spaces can be characterized by the following straightforward estimates
for the operator cONPc −1,
||cONPc −1 f||R1 M ||f||N0+N1 ,
||cONPc −1 f||R2 M ||f||N2 ,
||cONPc −1 f||R3 M ||f||N3 ,
(2.16)
and by the Strichartz estimate (2.8):
>F t
0
e±icONPc (t−s)f(s) ds>
S1 5 S2 5 S3 |W1 5W2 5K1
M ||f||R1+R2+R3 .(2.17)
Indeed, we treat only intermediate values of p ¥ (pg, pg). For those p we
will use interpolation spaces of those corresponding to the critical cases.
We define a ¥ (0, 1) by the relation
p=(1−a) pg+apg(2.18)
Then, h :=n/2−2/p ¥ (0, 1) satisfies
(1−h) p=(1−a) pg, hp=apg.(2.19)
Then our main norms are defined as
X :=[S3, S1]h | [S2, W1]h, Z :=S2 | W2 5K1,(2.20)
where [ · , · ] denotes the complex interpolation functor. By the Strichartz
estimate (2.7), we have
||Kc11(t) j+K
c
12(t) k||L.(H1) 5 Z 5X M ||(j, k)||H1 À cL2.(2.21)
Having (2.15) in our mind, we can apply the nonlinear estimate (2.13) to
obtain
||f(u)||N0+N1+[N0, N3]a+[N1, N2]a M ||u||
p
X ||u||Z.(2.22)
Combining this with (2.16), we obtain
||cONPc −1 f(u)||R1+R2+R3 M ||u||
p
X ||u||Z.(2.23)
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From (2.23) and (2.17), we finally obtain
>F t
0
Kc12(t−s) c
2f(u(s)) ds>
L.(H1) 5 Z 5X(0, T)
M ||u||pX(0, T) ||u||Z(0, T)(2.24)
for any T > 0.
In the case where n [ 2, we can take simpler space–time norms. We
define for n [ 2,
Z :=Lr(R; B1r, 2(R
n)) | c−1/2Lr(R; B1/2r, 2(R
n))=S2 | K1,
X :=L (n+2) p/2(R1+n),
(2.25)
where r :=2+4/n. By the nonlinear estimate (2.13), f(u) is estimated in
LrŒ(B1rŒ, 2)+c
−1/2LrŒ(B1/2rŒ, 2),(2.26)
where 1/rŒ=1−1/r. Then we can estimate cONPc −1 f(u) in
LrŒ(B1rŒ, 2) | c
1/2LrŒ(B3/2rŒ, 2),(2.27)
from which and Lemma 2.2, we obtain (2.21) and (2.24) also for n [ 2.
3. CONVERGENCE OF WAVE OPERATORS
In this section we prove the convergence of the wave operators Wc± for
(1.2). It suffices to prove the convergence only for Wc+. The argument for
Wc− is the same.
Let vc0 and v
c
1 be the solutions of (1.4) with the initial data vF
c
0(0)=(j, 0)
and vFc1=(j
c, kc), respectively. Let v0 be the solution of (1.6) with
v0(0)=j. Let v be the solution of (1.3) with v(0)=W+j and let vc be the
solution of (1.2) with vFc(0)=Wc+(j
c, kc).
Now we have to prove that vFc(0)Q (v(0), 0) as cQ.. Let e > 0 be suf-
ficiently small. First we will derive a decay estimate for vc1 and v
c independent
of c. By the conservation of EK+QK for (1.4), we have c1 > 0 such that
||vFc0(t)−vF
c
1(t)||H1 À cL2 < e(3.1)
for any t ¥ R and c > c1. So it suffices to derive a decay for vc0 instead of vc1.
Lemma 3.1. Let j ¥H1, c \ 1, and vc0[j] be the solution of (1.4) with
vFc0(0)=(j, 0). Then we have
lim
TQ.
sup
c \ 1
||vc0 ||Z 5X(T,.)=0.(3.2)
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Proof. The X norm can be dominated by the Z norm and the energy
norm through the interpolation and the Sobolev embedding as follows. For
n \ 3, we have
[S3, S1]h ‡ [S2, [S2, B]2/n]h=[S2, B]2h/n ‡ [S2, L.(H1)]2h/n,
[S3, W1]h ‡ [K1, [W2, B]1/(n−1)]h
‡ [K1 5W2, B]h/(n−1) ‡ [K1 5W2, L.(H1)]h/(n−1),
(3.3)
where B :=L.(B1−n/2., 2 ). For n [ 2, we have
X ‡ [B, Z]r/q ‡ [L.(H1), Z]r/q.(3.4)
Thus, it suffices to derive the decay only for Z-norm. Moreover, we have
only to prove it in the case j ¥S, because of the denseness and the
uniform Strichartz estimate (2.21). By the scaling property and the decay
estimate in [6, Lemma 2.1], we have
||vc0[j](t)||L. | B0., 2 ’ ||v
1
0[j(x/c)](c
2t)||B0., 2 M |c
2t|−n/2 ||j(x/c)||B(n+2)/21, 2
(3.5)
M |t|−n/2 ||j||L1 | c(n+2)/2B(n+2)/21, 2 .
Thus we have
||vc0[j](t)||B1., 2 | c −(n+2)/2B1., 2 M |t|
−n/2 ||j||B(n+4)/21, 2 .(3.6)
Interpolating with the H1 boundedness, we get
||vc0(t)||B1p, 2 | c −1/qB1/2q, 2 5 c −1/2B1/2p, 2 M t
−n/(n+2),(3.7)
for t \ 1, where 1/p :=1/2−1/(n+2) and 1/q :=1/2−1/(n+1) for
n \ 3. In case n [ 2, we just drop the estimate in B1/2q, 2 . Thus we obtain
||vc0 ||Z(T,.) M T−n/(2(n+2)). L(3.8)
So, there exists T > 0 such that
||vc0 ||Z 5X(T,.) < e.(3.9)
Combining this with (3.1) and using the Strichartz estimate (2.21) for the
difference, we obtain for c > c1,
||vc1 ||Z 5X(T,.) M e.(3.10)
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Since vFc(0)=Wc+vF
c
1(0), it solves the integral equation
vc(t)=vc1(t)−F
t
.
Kc12(t−s) c
2f(vc(s)) ds.(3.11)
Then, by (2.24), we obtain for any TŒ > 0,
||vc−vc1 ||Z 5X(TŒ,.) M ||vc||p+1Z 5X(TŒ,.).(3.12)
By the scattering result for (1.1), we have vc ¥ Z 5X (see [4, 6, 10, 12]).
Thus, the above estimate implies that if e > 0 is sufficiently small then we
have
||vc||Z 5X(T,.) [ 2 ||vc1 ||Z 5X(T,.) M e.(3.13)
Now we use the compactness argument. Let
twF c(t)=1wc(t)
w˙c(t)
2 :=Kc(−t) tvFc(t).(3.14)
Then, wc satisfies the integral equation
twF c(t)=1jc
kc
2−F t
.
Kc(−s) 1 0
f(vc(s))
2 ds.(3.15)
wc(t) is uniformly bounded in H1, and by the Strichartz estimate (2.24) we
have
||wc(t0)−wc(t1)||H1 M ||vc||p+1Z 5X(t0, t1)(3.16)
for T < t0, t1. This implies equicontinuity of wc(t) at t=. as cQ.. Then,
using the compactness argument as in [8, Sect. 5], we obtain a sequence
cQ. such that wc(t) converges in C([0,.]; w−H1), where w−H1
denotes the weakly topologizedH1. Denote the limit by w., which satisfies
w.(.)=lim
cQ.
wc(.)=lim
cQ.
jc=j.(3.17)
We have vc(t)=Kc11(t) w
c(t)+Kc12(t) w˙
c(t), Kc11(t)
g
Q S(t)g strongly on
H−1, w˙c(t)/c is uniformly bounded in L2 and cKc12(t)
g
Q 0 strongly as an
operator from H−1 to L2. Therefore, we have the convergence of
vc(t)Q S(t) w.(t) in C([0,.); w−H1).(3.18)
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Then the limit function v.(t) :=S(t) w.(t)weakly solves (1.3) and S(−t) v.(t)
Q v0(0)=j as tQ. weakly in H1. Since vc−qc f vcQ 0 in Z0 …SŒ(R1+n)
where Z0 denotes the space Z without the weight of c, we have qc f vcQ v.
inSŒ(R1+n) and so
||v.||ZL(0,.) [ lim inf
cQ.
||qc f vc||ZL(0,.) <.,(3.19)
where the boundedness in Z(T,.) was derived in (3.13) and the bounded-
ness in Z(0, T) follows from a similar argument on finite time intervals [8,
Lemma 4.1]. It is well known that (1.3) is well posed for such a class of
functions, and in particular we have the conservation of ENS and QS for v..
Now we see that the convergence is indeed strong in H1. First, by the
conservation of QK and QS and the uniform boundedness of v˙c(t)/c in L2,
we have
QS(v0) [ lim
tQ.
QS(v.) [ lim inf
cQ.
QS(vc ; 0) [ lim sup
cQ.
QS(vc ; 0)(3.20)
=lim sup
cQ.
QK(vc)=lim sup
cQ.
QK(v
c
1)=QS(v0).
Thus all the inequalities have to be equalities, which implies that the
convergences are strong in L2. By the H1 boundedness, they are also strong
in Lp+2. Then, by conservation of the energy, we have
ES(v0) [ lim
tQ.
ENS(v.) [ lim inf
cQ.
ENS(vc ; 0) [ lim sup
cQ.
ENS(vc ; 0)(3.21)
[ lim sup
cQ.
ENK(vc)=lim sup
cQ.
EK(v
c
1)=ES(v0),
which implies that the convergences are strong also in H1 and moreover
that v˙c(0)/c goes to 0 in L2. Then, by the uniqueness of the wave operator
for (1.3), we have v.=v, which further implies that we always have the
convergence to this unique limit along any sequence cQ.. Thus we obtain
the desired convergence vFc(0)Q (v(0), 0) in H1 À cL2.
4. CONVERGENCE OF INVERSES OF WAVE OPERATORS
In this section, we prove the convergence of the inverse of the wave
operator Mc+. The proof for M
c
− is the same. Perhaps the compactness
argument does not work for Mc+, but we can argue more directly than in
the previous section.
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Let vc be the solution of (1.2) with the initial data vFc(0)=(jc, kc), vc1 be
the solution of (1.4) with vFc1(0)=M
c
+vF
c(0), v be the solution of (1.3) with
v(0)=j, v0 be the solution of (1.6) with v0(0)=M+j, and v
c
0 be the solution
of (1.4) with vFc0(0)=(M+j, 0).
Let e > 0 be sufficiently small. By Lemma 3.1, there exists T > 0 such
that for any c \ 1 we have
||vc0 ||Z 5X(T,.) < e.(4.1)
By the scattering result for (1.3), we may assume further that
||v0 ||(Z 5X)L (T,.)+||v||(Z 5X)L (T,.) < e,
sup
t > T
||v0(t)−v(t)||H1 < e
(4.2)
(see [5, 10]). By the H1 convergence of the nonrelativistic limit [8], there
exists c1 such that for c1 < c we have
sup
|t| < T
||vFc0−(v0, 0)||H1 À cL2+||vF
c−(v, 0)||H1 À cL2 < e,(4.3)
so that we have
||vFc0(T)−vF
c(T)||H1 À cL2 M e.(4.4)
Let vc2 be the solution of (1.4) satisfying vF
c
2(T)=vF
c(T). Then, by (4.1),
(4.4), and (2.21), we have
||vc2 ||Z 5X(T,.) M e.(4.5)
By (2.24), we have for any TŒ > T,
||vc−vc2 ||Z 5X(T, TŒ) M ||vc||p+1Z 5X(T, TŒ),(4.6)
which, together with (4.5), implies that
||vc||Z 5X(T,.) M e,(4.7)
if e is sufficiently small. Applying the same estimate to the integral equation
from t=. we have
||vFc(T)−vFc1(T)||H1 À cONPc H1 M ||v
c||p+1Z 5X(T,.) M e.(4.8)
Combining this with (4.4), we have
||vFc1(T)−vF
c
0(T)||H1 À cONPc H1 M e.(4.9)
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Since vFc1−vF
c
0 evolves along K
c(t), which is unitary on H1 À cOHPc H1, we
obtain using (4.3) that
||vFc1(0)−(v0(0), 0)||H1 À cONPc H1 M e.(4.10)
On the other hand, we have EK(v
c
1)=ENK(v
c)Q ENS(v)=ES(v0). This
and the above convergence imply v˙c1(0)/cQ 0 in L
2. Thus we have
vFc1(0)Q (v0(0), 0) in H
1 À cL2.
Remark 4.1. The above proof also implies the following global conver-
gence of the space–time norms, if we take account of the local convergence
[8, Corollary 5.1]. If vc and v are solutions to (1.2) and (1.3), respectively,
such that vFc(0)Q (v(0), 0) as cQ., then we have
||vc−v||Z 5X(R) Q 0(4.11)
as cQ.. (Notice that ||v|||ZH 5XH can be dominated by ||v||ZL 5XL .)
5. UNIFORM GLOBAL SPACE–TIME ESTIMATES
It is also possible to retrace the arguments in [10, 12] using the uniform
Strichartz estimates (2.21) and (2.24), obtaining the uniform global space–
time estimate
||vc||Z 5X(R) [ C(ENK(vc)),(5.1)
where C is a certain positive continuous function independent of c. Then
we can prove the convergence of the wave operators by this estimate also.
If we can do the same task in the Sobolev critical case p=p*=4/(n−2)
to modify the argument in [9] for (1.2), then we will obtain the global well-
posedness of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (1.3) in this critical case
(it is known only for radial data [2]). It is true at least for small energy
data, but we have not yet succeeded in obtaining such a global estimate for
general data, for the argument in [9] is much more involved and dependent
on the special properties of (1.1) with c=1 due to the criticality.
The proof of (5.1) goes almost in the same way as in [10, 12]. We can
derive Morawetz type estimates for (1.2) which holds for any n by the same
calculations as in [12]. Let l=`t2+|x|2, h=(t, x)/l,D :=(−“t/c2−i, Nx),
and M :=h·Du+uR(D ·h)/2. Then, we multiply the equation with M,
integrate it inside the hyperboloid {t2−|x/c|2 > 1}, and use the boundedness
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of the energy on the hyperboloids {t2−|x/c|2=y}. By the same argument
as in [12, Sect. 2], we obtain
FF
t2− |x/c|2 > 1
|tNvc+x(v˙c/c2+ivc)|2
l3
dx dt [ C(E),(5.2)
where E :=ENK(vc). Then, using a Sobolev-type inequality as in [12], we
obtain
FF
t2− |x/c|2 > 1
|t|2 |vc|q
l3
dx dt [ C(E, q)(5.3)
for 2+4/n [ q [ 2+4/(n−2). From the conservation of QNK, we can
derive a propagation estimate in L2 similar to [10, Lemma 6.2], with a
remainder of size O(c−2), which is negligible for sufficiently large c. Com-
bining these estimate and using the Strichartz estimates (2.24), (2.21), and
interpolations as in [10], we obtain the following estimate. There exists
g0 > 0 such that for any solution vc of (1.2) with ENK(u)=E, we have
0=T0 < T1 < T2 < · · · satisfying
C
j
1/(Tj+1) [ C(E),(5.4)
and ||vc||Z 5X(Tj, Tj+1) [ g0. Thereafter, if n \ 3, then we can use the decay
estimate for the free propagator to derive the desired global estimate as
follows. A similar argument was used in [11, Sect. 5]. From (5.4), we can
easily deduce as in [11] that for any 0 < e < g < g0 and L > 0, there exists
C1(E, g, e, L) > 0 such that if ||vc||X(0,.) > C1 then there exist 0 < S < T < U
such that |S−T| > L, ||vc||Z 5X(S, T)+||v
c
0 ||Z 5X(S, U) < e, ||v
c||X(T, U)=g, and
||vc||Z(T, U) < C(E), where v
c
0 is the free solution of (1.2) with the same initial
data as vc. For t ¥ (T, U), we have the integral equation
vc(t)=vc0(t)−F
t
0
Kc12(t−s) c
2f(vc(s)) ds.(5.5)
We split the integral into those on (0, S) and (S, t), which we denote by I1
and I2, respectively. We apply the following decay estimate to I1. From
[6, Lemma 2.1] and the scaling property, we have
||Kc12(t) c
2f(j)||B−3/n2n/(n−3), 2 M |t|
−3/2 ||f(j)||B1/22n/(n+3), 2 M |t|
−3/2 ||j||p+1H1 .(5.6)
Then we obtain
||I1(t)||B−3/n2n/(n−3), 2 [ C(E) L
−1/2,(5.7)
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for t > T. On the other hand, from (2.24) we have
||I2(t)||Z 5X(T, U) M ||vc||pX(S, U) ||vc||Z(S, U) M C(E) gp,(5.8)
which implies that
||I1 ||Z(T, U) [ C(E)(5.9)
also. Interpolating (5.7), (5.9), and the Sobolev embedding H1 … B1−g/2., 2 as
in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we obtain
||I1 ||X(T, U) [ C(E) L−C.(5.10)
Now we define the mixed Lebesgue spaces Z0 by
Z0 :=L
r
t, x | c
−1/(n+1)Lqt, x 5 Lrt, x,(5.11)
where r=2+4/n and 1/q=1/2−1/(n+1). Then we define the mixed
Lebesgue space Y :=[X, Z0]1/(p+1). The space Z0 is very similar to the
space
ONP1 ZL | c1/2ONP
1/2
1 ZH,
except the difference between the Lebesgue space Lp and the Besov space
B0p, 2, and they can be treated as the same in our estimates. In particular, we
obtain the following from the Strichartz estimate
||I2 ||Z0(T, U) M ||v
c||p+1Y(S, U),(5.12)
by calculations similar to those in Section 2. Since X has less regularity
than that supplied by the Strichartz estimate, it is possible to have the
following inequality by interpolation
||vc||X M ||vc||dZ0 ||v
c||1−dZ 5 L.H1,(5.13)
where d depends only on n and p. Thus we obtain
||I2 ||Y(T, U) [ C(E) ||vc||1+dpY(S, U),(5.14)
and so
||vc||Y(T, U) [ C(E)(e+L−C+||vc||1+dpY(T, U)),(5.15)
from which we have
||vc||Y(T, U) [ C(E) e,(5.16)
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if e is sufficiently small and L is sufficiently large. By interpolation again,
we obtain
||u||X(T, U) [ C(E) eC,(5.17)
which will cause a contradiction if we take e sufficiently small compared
with g. Thus, for such e, g, and L, we cannot have ||vc||X(0,.) > C1, from
which we obtain the desired uniform global estimate.
If n [ 2, we cannot use the above argument because the decay order t−n/2
is not integrable for tQ.. So, we have to proceed further as in [10] to use
the induction argument on the energy by separation of localized energy.
Then we will encounter a certain difficulty in the separation argument, for
we cannot use the Strichartz estimate directly to control the energy identity,
since we do not have any bound for the lower frequency of v˙c without c
weight. This difficulty can be overcome by estimating the difference from
the free evolution as follows. We argue as in [10], separating the localized
energy at time t=S into a rapidly decaying free solution vcd. To apply the
induction hypothesis to the remaining part wc :=vc−vcd, we need to see
that its energy ENK(wc ; t) is still below E :=ENK(vc) by a certain quantity
n2 until the time t=T when vcd has decayed sufficiently [10, (8.15) and
(8.19)]. Here n > 0 depends only on E and dominates the space–time norms
on [S, T]. Now let vcS be the free solution of (1.4) with vF
c
S(S)=vF
c(S). By
(2.24), we have
||vc(T)−vcS(T)||H1 M ||vc||p+1Z 5X(S, T) M np+1,(5.18)
and
v˙c(t)− v˙cS(t)=F
t
S
Kc12(t−s) c
2fŒ(vc(s)) v˙c(s) ds+Kc12(t−S) c2f(vc(S)).
(5.19)
Since n [ 2, we have H1 … Lq for any q <. by the Sobolev embedding. In
particular, we have f(vc) ¥ B1q … L2, where 1 < q < 2. So the second term in
(5.19) is bounded in L2. Now we choose two space–time norms X1 :=
L8p/7t (L
4np
x ) and X2 :=L
p+2
t, x , which can be controlled by the Strichartz
estimate. The argument in [10, Lemma 7.1] suggests that we may assume
that ||vc||X1 5X2(S, T) M n. Then, by the Strichartz estimate we have
||I/c||L.L2 M ||vc||pX1 ||v˙
c/c||L.L2 [ C(E) np,(5.20)
where I denotes the first term in (5.19). Thus we obtain
||v˙c/c− v˙cS/c||L.L2 M C(E)/c+C(E) np,(5.21)
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so that if 1/c is sufficiently small compared with n, we have
EK(vc−v
c
S; T)=EK(w
c−wcS; T) [ C(E) np,(5.22)
where wcS :=v
c
S−v
c
d. On the other hand we have
EK(w
c
S; T)=EK(w
c ; S) [ EK(vc ; S)−Cn2 [ ENK(vc)−Cn2.(5.23)
Thus, if n is sufficiently small depending on E, we have
EK(wc ; T) [ E−Cn2.(5.24)
Since we may assume that |S−T|± 1, we have
inf
t ¥ (T−1, T)
||wc(t)||Lp+2 [ ||wc||X2(T−1, T) M n,(5.25)
so that there exists some TŒ ¥ (T−1, T) such that
||wc(TŒ)||p+2Lp+2 M np+2,(5.26)
and at this TŒ we have
ENK(wc ; TŒ) [ E−Cn2.(5.27)
Thus we succeed in the separation of localized energy at t=TŒ, instead
of T. After this, the argument goes as in [10]. We carry out the perturba-
tion argument in the space vFc(t) ¥H1 À cOHPc H1.
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